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I n tr o d u c t io n
The mathematical analysis of growth in size is made possible by the assumption that, other things being equal, the size of an organism may be treated as a function of its age. The corresponding assumption, when the variable under consideration is shape, is that the shape of an organism may be represented in terms of a one-para meter set of transformations-the parameter standing for time.
Up to the close of gastrulation, the shape of an organism and its size may vary independently within fairly wide limits; for changes of shape are brought about less by the unequal growth of parts than by the streaming movements of cells and the folding and convolution of systems of surfaces. (Indeed, the true significance of the classical 'germ layers' is simply that the strategical objective of early development can only be secured by the deployment of cells in epithelial sheets.) But change of shape after gastrulation, in the so-called 'functional' period of development, is chiefly the consequence of differential growth; and it does not, of necessity, entail an increase of outward complexity. It is this period which will be discussed: it will be shown that the change of gross outward shape of the male human being from the 5th month of foetal life to maturity may be represented as a single process of con tinuous deformation in time.
T h e m etho d o f t r a n sfo r m a tio n s The method to be described is novel only in this context. D'Arcy Thompson (1915 Thompson ( , 1917 has used it in a less general form and explained (1917, pp. 728-731) its elementary algebraic background.
Principle. The data are a set of plane line drawings* of the chosen organism at successive stages of its development. One of the set is chosen as the subject of a transformation scheme, and each of the remainder is expressed as a transformation of it by a scheme of the same sort, i.e. one in which the same system of mapping functions is employed, the parameters alone taking different sets of values. It is then shown that the parameters may be expressed as continuous functions of a single continuously variable parameter
The effect of this treatment is to give the process of transforming the continuity that it does, in fact, possess; and to override the objection commonly made t.o D 'Arcy Thompson's system of analysis, namely, that it provides only a 'static' expression of the affinity between two, or a small number of, set forms.
Any plane figure may be regarded as a set of points, [(#,«/)], the cartesian co ordinates of which are the variable but mutually dependent quantities x and y. A transformation scheme is a system of changes of variables
by reference to which we may replace this set of points by another, , A i is a set of fixed values attached to the parameters a,c characteristic of the substitutions. The equations (1) have been called 'mapping functions', from their common use in cartography; it will be assumed that they are single-valued and analytic in the variables x, y and the parameters a{, and that they may be solved for x and y to yield single-valued functions in x' and y' by reference to which we may pass from [(#', y')] back to \_{x,y)\. In practice, it will be sufficient if these conditions are satisfied by some class of admitted values of the variable quantities concerned. Their effect is to establish a one-to-one correspondence of points between the two figures in such a way that their continuity is everywhere preserved.
. One transformation is uniquely defined by each combination (say of arbitrary fixed values attached to the parameters The adoption of new sets of values Bi} Ci: ... will, however, define new transformations within the framework of the original scheme, e.g.
x " = A(x, V\ Bf), y" = y\ ;
and the resulting transformations form a set, the members of which have just this affinity to one another. If the parameters vary continuously, the set may be called a continuous set. The possibility of representing the shape of an organism as a function of its age depends upon a restriction of the theoretically admissible combinations of para meter values in the following way: those parameters that cannot be given a constant value once for all must be expressible as single-valued analytic functions of a single variable parameter t. This restriction makes it possible to express the transformation scheme we shall use in its final general form in one effective parameter:
If t varies continuously, (2) defines a continuous one-parameter set of trans formations, each member of which is also a member of the set defined by (1). The functions (px, < j)2 will have the properties already predicated of / 2. Further, there will be found to exist a value t0 of t such that x -< j)x(x, y\ t0) other words the set of transformations will contain a member, the 'identity', that transforms whatever may be chosen as the subject of the scheme into itself.
The invariants of a set of transformations are the properties left unaltered by the operation of its members. If p (x, y) represent such a property, the an invariant of the scheme (2) if p(x,y)= p(tx ,f y) after perfor governed by it.
The transformation scheme here devised will be so interpreted as to represent a change of points rather than a change of co-ordinates. However, one obtains a better natural grasp of a transformation if it is presented as a ready-made tailoring of space; and the change-of-co-ordinate method (D'Arcy Thompson's) will therefore be adopted for illustrations.
A concrete example. Consider the image of a lantern slide thrown on to a screen that lies in its normal position at right angles to the optical axis of the projector. The image will be a special sort of projective transform, viz. a simple enlargement, of whatever is figured on the slide. As the screen is tilted one way or another, a set of transformations is generated; the new images are the corresponding transforms. If the screen is tilted smoothly, rather than into fixed arbitrary positions, the set will be a continuous set. If tilted smoothly backwards, the transformation will be governed by, and may be expressed in terms of, the angle of tilt alone: a one-parameter continuous set. But however tilted, a straight line on the slide will appear as a straight line on the screen: linearity, with certain other properties, is invariant under projection. Each transformation is, moreover, 'one-to-one' if, beyond certain angles of tilt, the points carried to infinity are taken into account. Disregarding simple enlargement, the identity transformation is given by the screen in its normal position.
The transformation scheme has an integrity of its own; for the lantern slide may be replaced by another, just as the well-known (D'Arcy Thompson, 1917, p. 751) transformation that carries the outline of Diodon into that of its relative, the sunfish Orthagoriscus, may be applied with perfect formal propriety to an outline of Amoeba.
T h e m etho d a p p l ie d
The data chosen for analysis are Stratz's plane figures *of developmental change of shape in the male human being (figure 1), which Jackson has twice (1915, 1928) reproduced and commented on. Other more suitable sets of data may be available; but these will serve to illustrate the method, and to show how very easily it could be applied to other organisms (particularly the Crustacea, which have obvious rigid landmarks, and which can be easily graded by size if not by age). * The application of the method follows exactly the lines suggested in the intro duction. One figure (in this case the 5 mos. foetus, t = 0*42) is chosen as the subject of the transformation scheme; and it is convenient, though not obligatory, to reduce the others to the same size (as Stratz's figures have been). The dimension of height will here be called x (or tx), and of breadth y (or ty); they may be dealt with separately. In each figure, the distances from an arbitrary and convenient base-line of the same The shape of the human being as a function of time Vol. 132 . B.
IO set of landmarks (fork, navel, chin, etc.) are measured and set down. Thus a set of measurements a:0, xv ... is obtained for the initial figure, and further sets of corre sponding measurements for each of the remainder. These may be set out in the form of a Each set of new measurements, one after the other, is now to be related to the set representing the measurements of the original figure. The exact analytical form this relationship takes is of no importance, and no significance will be read into it; but the same function, with different parameter values, must be found to be applicable in each case. If it is not, then the enterprise in this limited form must be abandoned, because the various transformations will not be members of the same set. It is found, however, that the relationship between each set of new measurements and the old may be adequately represented by a polynomial of the form + cx2, where a, b, c are variable parameters taking whatever set of values is appropria to each one. The identity transformation that carries the initial figure into itself is given by b = 1, a, c = 0.
The The values of ty corresponding to those of x and y will not be analysed numeric they will be expressed in the unspecified form ty -f 2 (x,y; d ,e ,f,...) . The reason for this is that the values of ty, unlike those of tx, depend upon the values of both the original variables, and in such a way that the transformation is no longer orthogonal. The analysis is quite feasible in principle, but would lead to formidable numerical complications in practice. It will be found sufficient to say something of the general analytical properties of the function / 2. Now examine how the values of the parameter B, estimated from the data in the manner described above, vary with time-which has not hitherto been concerned in the calculations. It is clear from figure 2 that B and t must be related to each other by the curve of a continuous function, B = F*(t), having the property that dBjdt decreases with t. Here, as before, the exact analytical form the relationship takes is of no importance. A curve is not particularly easy to fit, owing to its premature and unsustained flattening in the neighbourhood of 3; but empirical tests show that B -0* 147is approximately linear in log (t -0-406); and an adequate approximation /? to B (table 2) is given by 0-147 f = F{t) = 1-4176 + 0-4127 log (i -0-406)-)----, Z where t is the time in years from conception.
Throughout the intervals 0^^ 4-85, 0-42 <1 £ ^ 25-75, -m^y S +m for which our functions are empirically defined, one may now write
which is the analytical formula of the transformation in the dimension of x. It will be assumed that the mapping function ty = Mx> y> t) (3'2) represents the transformation in the dimension of y.
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The ' calculated shapes ' may now be set out in such a way as to provide a geometric picture of the transformation and an optical measure of the goodness of fit. This is best done, in D'Arcy Thompson's fashion, by treating the transformation as one of co-ordinates rather than one of points. For each value of I calculate from 3-1 the values of tx corresponding to those values of x that are integral sub of 4*85. Ten divisions suffice, and for convenience' sake the aj-values may be num bered 1, ..., 10 accordingly. Grids (superimposed on figure 1 A n a l y sis of t h e tra n sfo r m a tio n It has so far been established that the change of shape of the male human being from the 5th month of foetal life to maturity may be represented as a single process of continuous deformation in time; single, because the transformations employed are members of the same set; and continuous in time, because the values of the parameters in the mapping functions depend upon the value of a single continuous variate t. For formal reasons and more general ones, this does not entitle us to infer that only a single morphogenetic operator has been at work. The purpose of this analysis is primarily and fundamentally descriptive. The need for an accurate technique of descriptive analysis is justified by the belief that a knowledge of what happens in any physiological process should precede an inquiry into how it comes about. Accordingly, the general analytical properties of the mapping function (3) will now be examined, in order to define and classify the type of change of shape they express, and in order to get a quantitative picture of the rate in time at which it proceeds.
Terminology. The following abbreviations will be used: p = mon (q) means that p is a monotonic function of q. If p = mon (q), then p either increases, inc (q), or d as q increases.
In dealing with functions of more than one variable, subscripts have their usual signi ficance. If r =f(p, q), r = inc9 (p) is interpreted to mean that r increases with if is assigned any constant value throughout the range for which it is defined; but r = mon9 (p) does not necessarily imply either that r = inc8 ( p )o r that r = deca (p), for r some values of q and decrease for others.
The terms 'increasing' and 'decreasing' are interpreted in the wide sense: a function in creases with p if it never decreases, and vice versa. A function that both increases and decreases is therefore a constant.
It will be shown that the transformation scheme here devised exhibits certain analytical properties. It will be said to exhibit these properties, without further qualification, if it does so throughout the intervals specified on p. 138 for which the functions are empirically defined. Accordingly, 'for every x, y, t ' means for every value of x, y, t throughout thes The definitions given below are phrased with special reference to a two-dimensional trans formation scheme, like the one analysed; but they may be generalized if the need arises.
The term 'bound', once used, does not mean an exact bound.
Growth ' gradients' {change of shape as a function of position)
It follows from (3-1) that the property dtxjdx = dec, (#) is satisfied for every t and is therefore a property of each member of the set of transformations. This is a formal way of saying that each figure of figure 1 is somehow a ' graded ' distortion of the initial figure (la) in the dimension of height. Nothing is said, however, about the way the figures are distributed in time: the defining condition would be satisfied equally well by any linear permutation of the six in question.
More generally, a transformation is said to be 'simply graded' or monotonic in a specified dimension-say x-if dtx/dx = mon^ {x). In the more important cases -as in those illustrated by figure 1-it will be possible to give the transformation gradient a definite sign or sense: upwards if = incy or downwards if dtx/dx = dec y (x).Each transformation defined by (3*1) is simply down-gra the dimension of height, and belongs to the important subclass of such cases for which tx is a constant function of y.
In a similar way, since they relate to the figures here analysed, * dyatonic ' dis tortions may be admitted into a comprehensive class of graded transformations.
These are gradients divisible at a single point into two limbs, each of which is monotonic in the opposite sense. Consider now a transformation that is dyatonic in the dimension of y. Here, for any fixed value of x, the graph of the function assimi lating ty to y will have a single point of inflexion; and dty/dy will have a single turning value, except in the one case (when the tangent to the point of inflexion is vertical) for which dty/dy is not defined. This special case can be overridden at will by reversing the sense of the transformation locally and examining the turning value of Accordingly, a dyatonic transformation may be said to have a general sense if the turning value is a maximum for every x, or if it is a minimum for every x. Each transformation analysed is dyatonic in the dimension of y (breadth). -Here again, this is an important special case, since an axis of bilateral symmetry is invariant under transformation: the mean, y, of the interval for which y is defined is trans formed into ty , the mean of the transformed interval; and the subinterval transformed into ty ± tp, where p varies over the half-interval. It may be inferred from this analysis that the 'gradient theory', in the docu mentary sense of Huxley (1932) , is in effect a bold definition of the family to which the transformations of development often belong; and the family to which they belong may be defined by the general analytical properties of the mapping functions concerned.
Change of shape as a function of time
The inspection of figure 1 -makes it obvious that, in a way now to be defined, the set of transformations is so ordered that it keeps a definite general sense of distortion in time as well as space; it never retraces its steps, either locally or as a whole, either in the dimension of x or (an independent consideration) in the dimension of y. If one figure were withdrawn from the row, no difficulty would be experienced in deciding between which pair of neighbours it ought to be replaced.
The property in question is, or is not, a property of sets of transformations, and the following definition is in accord with our intuitive appreciation of it: a set of transformations may be said to maintain a definite general sense of distortion in mon".(t). The term 'general' x c X time, in some specified dimension (say x), fis important, for any continuous set of transformations must have a sense locally.
That the defining condition is satisfied for the dimension of height in figure 1 is obvious from (3*1), provided that the quantity tx -, when x 0 is understood to mean the limit, l/F(t), of the ratio as x->0 Bu and all the figures are reduced to the same height, it is also satisfied in the special form dpc/dx = monx ( t) . In fact, dtx 2-425^ x. Graphical considerations (cf. the width of the head) suggest that the defining condition is likewise satisfied for the dimension of breadth. Very likely it is a general rule that changes of shape in development always keep a definite general sense in time.
The rate of change of shape in time
Another property that seems obvious from the inspection of figure 1 is that the rate of change of shape in time is higher early in life than later, and that it progressively slows down.
The problem of giving more than an intuitive meaning to the idea of a rate of differentiation has attracted many biologists. Murray (1926) made an ingenious attempt to discover a rate of change of gross morphological complexity in the development of the chicken's heart by making careful drawings of different developmental stages and so arranging them that the difference between each one represented, in his opinion, an equal arbitrary increment of 'complexity'. Unfortunately, the Weber phenomenon is bound to corrupt subjective judge ments of this sort. The tendency is therefore to order a series A, B, C, D, . .. of shapes into an apparently linear order of increasing complexity when in fact D is as much more distorted than C as C is than B, and so on: an exponential scale. This difficulty does not arise in the analytic treatment.
Thus it is found that a rate of change of shape in a given dimension (#) falls off progressively in time when the quantity ^ ~ ^enc^s mon°i'onicaHy to a zero bound as t increases. In this case (3*1) the quantity in question increases monotonically to a zero bound for every x, and the defining condition is satisfied. It seems clear from the drawings that the condition is also satisfied in the dimension of breadth; certainly in the neighbourhood of the head. The rate of change can be expressed numerically; but the conditions under which the rate of change of shape of two different animals may be compared numerically will be dealt with when the occasion arises.
The general method described in this paper is not intended to supersede the more intimate type of analysis undertaken by students of differential growth; but it is intended to provide a general framework into which other approaches to the form problem may be fitted. For an equation of differential growth itself defines no more than a scalar ratio. To interpret it in terms of 'shape', certain informal assumptions must be made about the origins and directions in space in which the magnitudes are measured, and how they vary with age. Considerations such as these are given a formal status by the method of analysis described here.
